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Abstract 

 

Ransomware have become a real threat to the use of technology, unlike other form of malware 

which could target systems by deleting some files, editing some files and some creating backdoor 

for the attacker to access the system, ransomware have gone a notch higher by targeting human. 

This is achieved when ransomware encrypt data of the infected computer and a note demanding 

for a ransom to be paid is printed on the screen. Due to the advancement in technology, 

ransomware use advanced and secure encryption algorithm which is difficult to decrypt even 

when the computational power is not limited. 

Ransomware is mostly spread through the use of a phishing email which tricks the victim into 

clicking on a link that is loaded with malicious files or downloading an attachment which is 

loaded with malicious files. Due to this, it is of benefit to educate the employees so as to be more 

careful when interacting with emails of unknown origin.  

Attackers are capitalizing on the fact that ransomware attack is highly automated and therefore 

there are limited chances of getting the attacker, the whole process from attack to ransom 

payment is fully automated. There is no system that have so far been developed to get rid of 

ransomware and therefore prevention of attack is of paramount importance. This study therefore 

seek to investigate the distinctive features of ransomware that are not available to other forms of 

malware. These features can be used to help detect an impeding ransomware attack and thereby 

stop any possible data encryption midway. The conventional antivirus have no capability to fully 

detect and stop ransomware attack and therefore necessitating some more extra measure to keep 

the system secure against the ransomware. 

This study will also seek to study the state and preparedness of Kenyan companies in regard to 

ransomware attacks. The fact that very few companies in Kenya take cyber security with 

seriousness it deserve makes Kenyan companies an easy target to cyber criminals. There is a 

major cyber security professional gap in Kenya and the few available come at an added cost to 

the company, therefore, small and medium companies fail to meet this important requirement to 

safeguard their digital asset.  
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In this work we present some of the major behavior that were found to be common with 

ransomware and not with other malware. These peculiar behaviors can be captured from 

suspicious network activities to suspicious file activities. Our results show that a careful analysis 

of suspicious network and file activities can help detect a ransomware attack, also careful 

analysis of ransomware behavior can help develop a system that can detect an impeding 

ransomware attack and thereby eliminate it. 
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IoT  - Internet of Things 

NHS  -  National Hospital Service 

DDoS   - Distributed Denial of Service 

RaaS   -  Ransomware as a service 
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1. CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of the Problem 

Since the birth of internet, more than two and half decades ago, the cybersecurity threats and 

attacks have been on raise and even worse have seen an introduction of more sophisticated ways 

which are more robust and intelligent. Stuxnet and Zeus make a good example depicting how 

cybercrime have become more and more professional. The cybercriminal are now not interested 

in being known or being admired, thus therefore they have come up with new ways to carry out 

an attack, which are automated and anonymous. Ransomware have become a game changer in 

the history of cybercrime, unlike other conventional malware, ransomware target human being, 

they extort money from victims and deposit it in a digital wallet of the attacker without the 

attacker being present. (Wall, 2015). 

In the 2017 Symantec and McAfee, Control risk and others considered ransomware as one of the 

most dangerous malware threat. This was after realization that, modern ransomware not only 

infect personal computer but also Mobile application, IOT and lately the cloud based services 

(Rajput, 2017). 

According to Rajput, 2017, there are three major attack vectors, this is so because of 

characteristics associated with the data set stored in the computer systems but also due to the user 

awareness and vulnerability. He noted home users as a specific target, this is because of lack of 

knowledge and also awareness. Businesses is also a good target because of the kind of 

information that businesses rely upon running their daily activities, once businesses have been 

denied access to their vital data, the only way out is to make a ransom payment to avoid total loss 

of the data. Public institutions are the third target; this includes government agencies due to the 

large volume of data that are in their servers, which also include confidential information. 

Release rate of malicious code and other programmed threats have been on rise and Symantec 

Preliminary results published in 2008, suggested that, there is more malicious code than 

authentic programs online. 

Microsoft report (2011), noted that there is a huge online repository for malicious code such that 

there is only one download in every fourteen downloads that is not a malicious code. 
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Cybercriminal have also mastered the art of using Social media to spread malware to 

unsuspecting users devices.  

Further, 2016 experienced a surge in the use of ransomware and reemergence of distributed 

denial of service attacks using Internet of Things botnets against personal information. This 

consists of a growing number of online, offline user accounts and online services. In 2017, this 

tendency was expected to continue since cybercriminals are working to improve ransomware and 

Internet of Things botnets. The demand for new ways to secure data in the cloud have also raised 

as the new attacks have been reported to be more professionally targeted attacks as well as data 

manipulation attacks. 

 

According to Choi, Scott & LeClair (2016), there is lacking a practical approach towards 

explaining as to why ransomware attack have become so rampant, and therefore the current 

study relies on a Cyber-Routine which is a theoretical approach. This theory follows Cohen and 

Felson’s traditional Routine Activities Theory (RAT) to explain this form of crime of 

victimization. 

Cohen and Felson in their work they developed the RAT theory in 1979 that looked at three 

principles that lead to rampant ransomware deployment. The first principle looked at the attacker 

who could be motivated by various factors, the second principle looked at the target which could 

be suitable for the attack to be carried out and the third principle looked at the lack of previous 

studies that could guide in mitigating the future attacks. Efficient use of RAT has been used to 

get lead of situational crime strategy. 

Ransomware have been found to use stanstard cryptographic algoruthms, this have therefore 

made the development of ransomware to be low effort endeavor as these libraries are already 

available. Poorly designed ransomware have also been found to be successful as they use scare 

tactics to unsuspecting victims who end up in paying ransom (Nieuwenhuizen, 2017). 

According to Nieuwenhuizen (2017), ransomware have become an enticing business model for 

cyber criminals due to its high returns, unlike other crimes where criminals risk being caught, in 

ransomware attack the attacker have very little chances of being caught once the ransomware is 

developed as it is highly automated. Nieuwenhuizen (2017) observed three possible reasons as to 

why ransomware have become so successful. 
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i. The use of crypto-currency as a means of ransom payment that have made it anonymous 

and seamless. 

ii. The use of already securely developed encryption standards in development of 

ransomware and the introduction of Ransomware-as-a-Service. 

iii. Ransomware is distributed by the use of spam emails, or redirection to a link that is a trap 

toward accessing infected material and thereafter downloading to your local system, 

which are both cost effective means of distribution. 

Since ransomware uses an advanced encryption algorithm there is no method of ridding attacked 

computer of ransomware aside from paying the ransom, which means that prevention is key. 

There are also no developed systems, which are dedicated to detecting ransomware before they 

infect victim’s data. The conventional anti-virus available are not designed to efficiently detect a 

ransomware, and they have difficulties in detecting polymorphic ransomwares (Mbol, Robert & 

Sadighian, 2016). Even the-state-of -the-art research tactics, which showed almost perfect 

detection and accuracy on non-ransomware Android malware, identified only 48.47% of the 

ransomware dataset (H.Bos et al., 2015). 

1.2 Problem Statement 

Ransomware have been there for more than a decade, as the technology advances the use of even 

more advanced ransomware have been experienced and therefore becoming a real problem. In 

the early days, ransomware was known by attacking home users who could unknowingly click 

on a fake attachment in an email which could in turn lock their PC files and photos. This 

approach has shifted to now attacking businesses which have more computers, more valuable 

resources and also due to their ability to pay the ransom. 

There has been a rise in the number of variants of ransomware and each new variant come with a 

new signature, this have made it difficult in employing the conventional methods; signature and 

heuristics-based detection techniques. 

This study will focus on understanding the key characteristics of ransomware that are not 

common with other malwares that can be used to detect ransomware before it encrypts victim’s 

data and therefore be eliminated. There have been various studies that have been conducted to 

show characteristics of various variants of ransomware that are realized after an attack. 
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Ransomware have developed from the implementation of symmetric key encryption algorithm to 

currently asymmetric key generation algorithm.  

This study therefore will come up with data and especially collected from TCP dump and 

analyzed using wireshark and registry changes showing the distinct features of ransomware that 

are not common with others malwares that can be used to inform an impeding threat of 

ransomware attack. 

1.3 Research Objectives 

Since the development of ransomware that uses secure encryption algorithm, and anonymizing 

web like TOR that have made it possible for an attack and ransom demand to be implemented 

covertly attacks have raised globally. Therefore, the purpose of this study will be to analyze 

ransomware, other malware using cuckoo sandbox and compare the analysis results. This will 

inform the researcher on the keys features that are depicted by ransomware and are not depicted 

by other malware. This will therefore help the researcher to meet the following objectives. 

1.3.1 Research Objectives 

i. To investigate the specific distinctive features of the ransomware tactics in relation to 

other malwares. 

a. To probe if changes made in the registry by ransomware are the same changes 

made by other types of malware. 

b. To compare the network traffic during ransomware execution, other malware 

execution. 

ii. To find out the prevalence of ransomware and other types of malware in Kenya. 

iii. To investigate effective ways of detecting ransomware before an attack occur. 

iv. To find out if the conventional antivirus can be used to detect an impeding ransomware 

attack. 

v. To propose the best security measures that can be used to ward off ransomware. 

1.4 Research Questions 

1) What are the specific distinctive features of the ransomware tactics in relation to other 

malwares? 
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a. Are changes made in the registry by ransomware the same changes made by other 

types of malware? 

b. Is there any difference in network traffic during ransomware execution and other 

malware execution? 

2) What is the prevalence rate of ransomware and other forms of malware in Kenya? 

3) What are the effective ways of detecting ransomware before an attack occur? 

4) Can conventional antivirus be used to detect and stop ransomware attack? 

5) What are the best security measures that can be used to ward off ransomware? 

1.5 Justification of the Problem 

The conventional malwares usually infect devices where they could delete, edit some files, 

change registry or even create a backdoor in the system. With the advent of ransomware the 

tactics have changed, ransomware are designed to target humans where they demand for ransom. 

Both computer systems and mobile devices are prone to ransomware attacks. Traditional 

protection methods are the one still in use to get rid of ransomware since there have been no 

much research conducted on this. The precise attack schemes they use have rendered even 

futuristic mobile malware protection methods unsuccessful to get rid of ransomware (Andronio, 

Zanero & Maggi, 2015). 

Ransomware attacker have several ways that they can gain access to the organization systems. A 

study conducted by Global ransomware study in 2018 sought to understand how ransomware 

attacker gain access to the organizations as one of their objectives, they used the following 

means that can be used by a ransomware attacker as the main tools: 

a. Phishing via email or social media cites. 

b. Visiting a compromised website to make a download. 

c. Infection through a botnet. 

d. Use of a worm that could spread across the network by the attacker. 

Though in this report there was an option of giving any other way that ransomware could attack, 

those were the major means that were considered. 

According to Sentinel: Global Ransomware Study (2018), 2018 saw a rise in ransomware attack 

from 48% in 2016 to 56% in 2018. This is according to the data collected where surveyed top 

management from Information Technology risk assessors function, fraud, or auditor functions 
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reported that their organization had been attacked by ransomware in 2018. This report also noted 

that; the surveyed companies had to defend themselves against an average of five ransomware in 

2018. 

 

According to Popoola, Ojewande, Sweetwilliams, John & Atayero (2017), Ransomware have 

changed tact and are now attacking companies instead of individuals. This have seen a 

tremendous growth in digital extortion in the last six years. This have largely been contributed by 

the raise in number of people who owns mobiles devices which in turn run millions of online 

applications and services which can be used as a gateway by the attacker to gain access to these 

devices. They also observed that about 80% of ransomware attacks are as a result of unpatched 

flash, this therefore have rendered ransomware as the biggest cyber scam in businesses. 

The internet of things (IoT) will enable more and more devices including wearable computers in 

addition to smart TVs, smart watches, smart locks, smart clothing and smart fridges to be 

connected to the internet, this therefore will create a conducive environment for the ransomware 

to spread. Cyber criminals have advanced such that there is even ransomware-as-a-Service 

offered in the darknet, which allow even inexperienced cybercriminals to have an access to 

customizable ransomware (Salvi & Kerkar, 2016) 

 

1.6 Limitation of the Study 

 

i. Ransomware are encrypted form of malware and due to encryption it makes it harder for 

antivirus scanner to detect them. 

ii. Due to limited time to carry out this study, looking for factors that can be utilized in 

protecting zero-day attack will not be feasible. Therefore, only the distinctive features of 

ransomware as compared with other malware will be considered. 

iii. Some malware are able to detect a virtualized environment and therefore they fail to 

execute the same way they would have executed in a real environment 
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2. CHAPTER TWO 

THEORETICAL LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Malware/ Malicious Code 

Malware is a broad term used to refer to various types of malicious code, familiar types of 

malware include; Rootki, Adware,Virus, Spyware, Ransomware, Keylogger, Trojan, Malicious 

crypto-mining and Exploits, Worms 

Broadband internet has helped in the rise of malicious software which were initially written as a 

prank. Recent malware has been designed with the intent of extorting the computer users. In 

2008 Symantec in their published preliminary results suggested that the release of malicious 

software may have exceeded the release rate of authentic software applications (Ray & Nath 

2016). 

There are two major ways in which a computer system can become infected by malwares 

a) The internet; many programmed threats are on the internet where an internet user my 

click a fake link that in turn get re-directed to a virus download site. Computer updates and many 

more other software are also pushed over the internet and sometimes they get infected and when 

downloaded they infect your computer. 

b) Malicious email attachment; attackers have mastered the art of social engineering; 

victims are lured with an email that seems in line with their line of job. Those emails come with 

a download file attached that bears the file name of an interest to the user, these attachments are 

infected with virus and when downloaded they infect the victim computers system. 

2.2 How Antivirus Software Works 

Antivirus commonly abbreviated as AV is a computer program that is intended to protect a 

computer system from programmed threats, which when introduced in a computer system it 

interfere with the normal working of a computer, may change file extensions of some documents 

rendering them inaccessible and act as a backdoor allowing an attacker to steal some sensitive 

information. They are self-replicating spreading from one computer to another. Antivirus may 

work by protecting infection of a computer by a malware or by removing already installed 
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malware. They therefore scan computer comparing the signature of all programs with signature 

in its database and in case a certain program signature is found to match with the one in AV 

database, it will be removed or stopped from installing in the system (Wanjala & Jacob, 2018). 

Malware can be identified by running them in a sandbox, this is a virtual environment that allows 

malware to be executed without interfering with the host system, and then their behavior is 

noted. Data mining is the latest technique that is used in detecting malware; together with 

machine learning uses a series of file properties pulled out from the file. Based on an algorithm 

they are able to categorize codes as either malicious or authentic based on the behavior of a file.    

      2.2.1 Virus definition. 

Antivirus firms use honeypots to harvest malicious software’s from the wild, after which they 

analyze them and if proven to be malicious their signature is extracted and added to signature 

database. Antivirus will be comparing any software signature with the one in the database and in 

case it matches one in the database it will be blocked, or it will be removed. Malware anthers 

have recently developed polymorphic, oligomorphic and even metamorphic, which are able to 

modify themselves thereby disguising themselves and hence therefore will not match virus 

signature in the database (Szor, 2005). 

          2.2.2 Heuristics. 

A single virus has been modified to come up with varying features, this leads to different strains 

of virus called variants. This new variant cannot be detected by signature based method since thy 

have been slightly modified and therefore signature change. Virus researcher therefore get the 

core features which does not change even after slight variation. This unique core features of a 

virus family help in developing a generic signature which usually relies on wildcard characters 

that contain non-specific code (Director, Hawes, Director, Grooten, Executive, Sketchley, & 

Gracey, 2013). 

2.3 Ransomware 

Young and Yung (2004) stated that upcoming attacks would mix complex cryptographic 

algorithm to develop malware that will be used to attack information system (Luo and Liao, 

2007). Recently, the surfacing of new malware type called ransomware, begun to gain 

attentiveness among cyber security professionals and researchers. Striking major threat to the 
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security of data, ransomware exploit the victims who are internet users by taking possession of 

their files by encrypting them hence rendering them inaccessible, and then demanding for a 

ransom to be paid in form of Bitcoin for decryption key to be supplied. Being on the lookout for 

system vulnerabilities, ransomware always encrypts victim’s files using a secure public key 

cryptography and leave a pop-up message on the screen demanding for a ransom to be paid for 

the attacker to decrypt the files. Ransom is paid by sending money to the selected online 

currency account or by purchase of pharmaceutical medicines from the cybercriminal preferred 

online drugs store (Luo and Liao, 2007). Payment could also be requested in Bitcoin or other 

untraceable currency (Zavarsky, & Lindskog, 2016). The first ransomware discovered and 

implemented asymmetric key generation algorithm was CryptoWall 3.0 in early 2015, this was 

followed later by discovery of CryptoWall 4.0 and Locky. The use of asymmetric key generation 

algorithm has revolutionized the deployment of ransomware in victimization of computer users. 

This has been made so since every communication after ransomware is introduced to a computer 

system become automated only depending on the attacked machine and the command and 

control (C&C) server. It has also been noted that a well implemented asymmetric crypto-

ransomware is not feasibly breakable even when the computing power is unlimited (Cabaj, 

Gregorczyk, Mazurczyk, Nowakowski & Żórawski 2018). 

Cabaj et al. (2018), attest that using a Software-Defined Networking based method for 

distinguishing ransomware variants that focuses on ransomware communication characteristics, 

careful scanning of HTTP messages patterns and their size can be used as an early detection 

mechanisms of ransomware threats. 
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Retrieved from: https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/cybercrime-and-digital-

threats/ransom-notes-know-what-ransomware-hit-you  

 

Ransomware relies on two tactics to extort money from the victim; for a crypto ransomware they 

encrypt some selected files or even all files, another tactic relied upon is achieved by locker 

ransomware, this work by locking the screen denying the victim access to the computer. In either 

case a demand for a ransom is printed on the screen, this demand come with a promise to release 

the private key stored in command and control server afterwards. Paying ransom is not 

encouraged as this will make one to appear a weaker target and the victim might be targeted 

again, also this will not guarantee for your data to be decrypted and one might end up losing all 

the necessary information, therefore having your files backed up is encouraged as the best option 

from recovering from a ransomware attack.  

The crypto family goes through various stages from when the victim’s machine is infected to the 

time the ransomware contact command and control server for decryption key. The locker 

ransomware similarly follows the same steps though it does not encrypt data but it escalate the 

privileges to be administrator allowing it to locks the computer system from access by the user 

(Zavarsky, & Lindskog, 2016). 

Figure 1: A typical Ransomware Note    

https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/cybercrime-and-digital-threats/ransom-notes-know-what-ransomware-hit-you
https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/cybercrime-and-digital-threats/ransom-notes-know-what-ransomware-hit-you
https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/cybercrime-and-digital-threats/ransom-notes-know-what-ransomware-hit-you
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2.4 Public Key Cryptography 

Discovered by Rivest, Shamir and Adleman about 1970. This is a Cryptographic algorithm based 

on mathematical calculations that produce a one-way function; it is also referred to as 

asymmetric cryptography. This cryptographic system produces a pair of keys, one key, which is 

private, is kept as a secret, and the other key is disseminated freely as the public key. Both public 

and private key are mathematically related but it is not feasible to generate a private key given 

the public key. During a ransomware attack, private key is stored in a secret command and 

control server. This strategy only allows the encrypted data to be decrypted by this server and 

none other. This is way that has been used to ensure security and secrecy in digital 

communication is held at highest regard. Public key cryptography is very useful especially in 

financial transaction only that it has been used as a means of making a cyber-attack to be 

successful and anonymous. 

 

2.5 Time Series of Ransomware 

According to Rajput (2017), ransomware infection started as early as 1989, the first discovered 

ransomware was called AID Trojan which was spread through spam mail. The early variants 

were never as dangerous since the concept of encryption was not as understood as it is now. They 

used weak encryption which could only encrypt file name and the means of payment which is 

supposed to be anonymous was unavailable, therefore it was unsuccessful. The year 2005 saw a 

great milestone, the first crypto ransomware was released as scareware which could pose as a 

fake antispyware. The fake antispyware asked for the user to pay a ransom in range of USD $30 

to USD $90 with the promise to making victims corrupted data cleaned. Rajput, (2017) classified 

various variants of ransomware that have been discovered since 1989 chronologically as shown 

in the diagram below:  
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Retrieved from: Rajput (2017). Evolving Threat Agents: Ransomware and their Variants. 

International Journal of Computer Applications, 164(7), 28-34. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Evolution of different variants of Ransomware 
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Newer generation are now deploying more advanced tactics like using stronger asymmetric 

encryption standards like AES-256 block ciphers to encrypt victim’s data, stronger key 

generation algorithm and management methods, and also infecting network shares and 

removable media. These traits have proved effective and therefore it is evident that new 

ransomware families are advancing them and therefore ransomware should not just be wished 

away (Hampton, & Baig, 2015). 

 

2.6 Common Ransomware 

In 2016, Malware Protection Centre trailed over 200 ransomware variants. More than half of 

those families were discovered in 2016, this discovery suggested that cybercriminals were 

actively developing and releasing new ransomware into the cyberspace. Cerber and Locky were 

observed to be the most common ransomware variants in the year 2016. 
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Retrieved from Microsoft Malware Protection Centre; https://www.microsoft.com/en-

us/security/portal/mmpc/shared/ransomware.aspx 

 

2.7 Future of Ransomware 

Alexander Gostev (senior virus analyst) believes that ransomware hackers will have an 

advantage in future, as these online criminals would use advanced cryptographic algorithms. It is 

argued that the length of the cryptographic key generated continues to increase, this therefore 

make reversing of encryption impossible. This was observed in Gpcode ransom that used a 660-

bit key. It is also anticipated that ransomware installer could be hidden by newer rootkits. These 

newewr rootkit are expected to work such that, if the password is broken, it triggers the 

ransomware to encrypt data randomly again, or after a predefined number of logins attempts are 

exceeded it destroy even the key making it permanently impossible to get the data again. This 

Figure 3: The five common Ransonware variants in the countries 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/portal/mmpc/shared/ransomware.aspx
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/security/portal/mmpc/shared/ransomware.aspx
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technique if achieved it will hold the victim to total ransom. Nevertheless, there is no such 

rootkit that have been discovered (Luo & Liang 2007). 

2.8 How Ransomware Work 

A ransomware attack goes through five stages; the five stages are as described below (Han, Hoe, 

Wing & Brohi, 2017). 

 

Stage 1: Installation 

Ransomware oftenly spread through a phishing email that usually contain have malicious 

attachment or downloads that internet user might be enticed to make, malware will henceforth be 

downloaded and installed into the user system. This malware will thereafter spread through the 

network as they get installed in all computers in the network. Cryptoransomware hide the key in 

the Windows registry and will be activated every time the computer boot up. 

 

Stage 2: Contacting Headquarters 

Ransomware attack is an autonomous attack, after installing into the computer system; it will 

thereafter contact the central server that is controlled by the malware designer and establish a 

secure connection. This usually happen before the ransomware can start encrypting the user data. 

 

Stage 3: Handshake and keys 

Handshake is the process whereby the ransomware in victim computer and the central server 

establish a communication link and thereby authenticating each other. Asymmetric key 

generation algorithm will be used by the central server to generate an asymmetric key used in 

encrypting the victim’s data. Private key is deposited in the central server and the public key is 

deposited in the victim computer’s registry. The cryptographic key that is generated using public 

key encryption algorithm is deployed in encrypting the victim’s computer data and only the 

private key that is stored in the central server can be used to decrypt this data. 

 

Stage 4: Encryption 

The generated cryptographic key will then be used to encrypt files that are saved in the attacked 

computer.  
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Stage 5: Extortion 

Ransomware note will be displayed on the screen after the files are encrypted; this note usually 

bears the encryption standards used to decrypt victim’s data, victim’s personal identification 

number, time limit within which ransom should be paid or it will double the amount demanded 

and eventually destroy the decryption key, steps to be followed in paying the ransom, and the 

ransom amount. This ransom should be paid using untraceable digital currency which have been 

made possible by the TOR browser. 

 

 

 

 

Retrieved from Experimental Analysis of Ransomware on Windows and Android Platforms: 

Evolution and Characterization paper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4:Windows based Ransomware life-cycle 
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Retrieved from International Journal of Advanced Research in Computer Science 

 

2.9 Ransomware as a Service 

Software as a service is a cloud-computing paradigm, which also include Infrastructure as a 

service and platform as a service. This paradigm allows third party provider to host their 

software in the cloud. They can therefore offer their software services to the user who can pay as 

they use model. Ransomware as a service borrows from this model, there are services in the 

darknet that offer ransomware as a service by allowing cybercriminal to attack their victims 

through the help of this model. This model provide for the attacker to pay a certain percentage of 

ransom to the service provider, which is done in Bitcoin. This model has made it possible for 

even the novice ransomware user to be able to launch an attack. A security firm Emsisoft found 

the latest ransomware as a service in 2016, which was named Ransom 32, it is a cross-platform 

in nature since it is written in NW.JS. 

Figure 5:How Ransomware works 
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2.10 Bitcoin 

Bitcoin is a decentralized and an anonymous p2p virtual currency which was invented by an 

unknown programmers known as Satoshi Nakamoto as a free software in 2009. There is no 

central reserve for bitcoin which can regulate the issuance and distribution. It is pegged in a 

rather new technology called Blockchain technology, this technology consist of thousands of 

nodes which should be updated whenever a single transaction is carried out and all the nodes 

should keep this history which is publically available (Andronio, Zanero & Maggi 2015). The 

anonymity of Bitcoin have previously been studied using clustering and flow analysis, neither of 

the method was able to show a relationship between Bitcoin addresses and their respective IP 

data. Leveraging anomalous relaying behavior (Koshy, Koshy and McDaniel 2014), they 

discussed on possible circumstances that Bitcoins could be related to their respective Bitcoin 

addresses. Bitcoin users are identified by their public-key which every user can be able to 

generate as many keys as the need could be, this make it very hard for a person seeking to track a 

Bitcoin user since one will have to map one user to many public key and make sure that the 

information available of the user match the public keys of the user, this therefore make it difficult 

to hack into Bitcoin (Reid & Harrigan 2013). 

Bitcoin have therefore been used as the means of choice by which cybercriminal utilize in 

demanding for the ransom. According to Ali, Murthy, & Kohun (2016), TOR browser also create 

a secure channel that attackers rely upon for communication with their victims also because of 

the anonymous environment it create. Bitcoin being untraceable makes it the preferred digital 

currency in darknet and also explain the risk of using it. 

 

2.11 Empirical Literature Review 

 

In an experimental analysis of ransomware that was conducted on window as well as on android 

platform by Zavarsky, & Lindskog, (2016), they analyzed all variants of ransomware using 

Cuckoo sandbox and Anubis. They observed that all variants of ransomware introduces new 

changes in a computer system as it attempt to be installed. The effected changes were observed 
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in registry, file system activities, where some files were downloaded, other altered, and others 

deleted. Network traffic was also analyzed and they observed that; it gave some vital information 

in case of ransomware attack, these information gathered includes, connection type, connection 

port that was observed to be port 80 and port 443 for TCP and port 53 for UDP, also the 

encryption standards that were utilized were captured in the network traffic.  

The recent variants were observed to use both RSA-2048 bit and AES-256 bits encryption for 

public key and encrypting the victim’s files respectively. 

Hampton & Baig, (2015) conducted a research where they compared traits of twenty-nine 

variants of ransomware that were uncovered from December 1989 to July 2015. They observed 

that over and above them sharing most of the traits, the use of stronger encryption algorithm 

started in 2013. There was also some more and major improvement in the ransomwares that were 

uncovered post 2013, they include the use of cryptocurrency (Bitcoin). Bitcoin allow the 

exchange of digital currency anonymously through the use of TOR network. As shown in Tabl.1 

bellow, they were able to show various traits shared among various variants of ransomwares and 

the use of latest technologies like cryptocurrencies and anonymous hidden networks. 
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Table 1: Twenty nine variants in nine families of the commonly cited ransomware 

 

 

 

Retrieved from Edith Cowan University – Research Online, Ransomware: Emergence of the 

cyber-extortion menace (conference paper). 
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According Andronio, Zanero & Maggi (2015) mobile devices are also prone to ransomware 

attacks, and since there is little research done on this, most devices relies on traditional 

mechanism to protect them from attack. This therefore render them unsecured as ransomware use 

very subtle attack tricks rendering them undetected even by the modern mobile malware 

detection methods. However Scaife, Carter, Traynor, & Butler, (2016) noted that, the use of 

CryptoDrop a detection system that could raise an early-warning whenever there was unusual 

activity in the file, like interfering with large amount of file data simultaneously, could be used to 

protect systems against ransomware attack. They also noted that, different indicators that are 

known to be common to ransomware could be used together to parameterize the system to 

enhance early detection with low false positives. They therefore concluded that ransomware like 

other malware have characteristics that are common to them and therefore an in depth analysis 

could yield a system that can minimize on the amount of victims data loss. 

Zavarsky, & Lindskog (2016), conducted an experimental analysis of ransomware on windows 

as well as on Android platform; their findings demonstrated that different ransomware variants 

possess similar behavior even though they rely on different payloads to execute an attack. 

Detection of ransomware in both Windows and Android however varies, abnormal file system 

and registry activities are a good indicators of an infected windows system, whereas in android 

environment, detection can be deduced by the type of permission an android application is 

requesting. 

 

There is very small amount of information in regard to malware research. There are no sufficient 

peer-reviewed documents on malware and an approved methodology that can be used during 

malware analysis. This therefore makes malware analysis lag behind vulnerability analysis which 

have well been researched on and hence reliable exploits databases and well peer-reviewed data 

sources. There is still a gap in malware analysis that can be mitigated by development of a 

formal methodology of malware analysis which will also include the vocabulary associated with 

malware analysis (Hampton, & Baig, 2015). 

Ransomware has been shown to be of two types based on their mode of execution. There is 

autonomous ransomware which destructive activity start as soon as they are executed without 

communication with command and control server (Hampton, & Baig, 2015), other variant 
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require contacting command and control server before the encryption process start and these may 

be detected with careful observation of  network signatures. 

 

It is argued that, if data is encrypted using a well-implemented encryption algorithm it is 

impossible to recover the same data. The most recent ransomwares have been observed to rely on 

a combination of techniques as a means of increasing attack complexity; these techniques are; 

the use asymmetric key generation algorithm, the use of advanced encryption standards like 

AES-256 block ciphers, generation of the public key remotely, and contacting command and 

control server so as to automate the attack. (Hampton, & Baig, 2015). Therefore, it is advisable 

to use the best possible security standards together with a reliable backup plan as an integral part 

in achieving safety in the cyberspace. Nevertheless Kasparsky lab in collaboration with National 

High Tech Crime Unit of the Netherlands police have tried to outsmart Coinvault ransomware by 

developing possible decryption key and come up with a repository, and programs that can be 

used by the victims to decrypt their hijacked data. System watcher module is a system that have 

been developed by Kaspersky Lab, this system work by storing local copies of files that are 

protected and it is able to restore them hence undoing the changes effected by the 

cryptomalware.  

 

A research conducted by Symantec in 2015 showed that the growth of wearable and hand held 

devices like smart watches are also contributing factor to the spread of ransomware attack, this is 

because of the vital personal information they contain and therefore making them a soft target. 

Zavarsky & Lindskog (2016) conducted an experiment where they analyzed ransomware on 

Windows as well as on Android platform. They analyzed seventeen Windows ransomware 

families and eight Android ransomwares families, where they compared at least three variants 

from each family. They observed that different ransomware variants from different families use 

similar attack techniques though they deploy different payloads; also, they noted that encryption 

approaches have improved over time significantly. They concluded that active and careful 

analysis of peculiar file system, registry changes can signal a ransomware attack in Windows, 

and in-depth analysis of permissions requested by Android applications can signal a ransomware 

attack in Android. 
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Takafumi et al (2017), conducted an experimental analysis where they used deep learning 

method to detect ransomware, in this experimental evaluation they were able to successfully 

demonstrate that their deep-learning model can detect latest ransomware in high-speed network 

timely. However due to high reward for ransomware, more and more ransomware families 

appear making it more difficult to detect them. 

There is no guarantee method of ridding your computer of cryptoware aside from paying the 

ransom, which means that prevention is key, on the side of the client there are several measures 

that can be used to remain safe; 

1. Keeping your anti-virus up to date. 

2. Opening email attachment only from those who you trust 

3. Turn your user account control setting to always notify so that programs cannot make 

changes to your computer without telling you first. 

4. Backup information using a cloud storage service such as one drive or Google drive. 

5. Using open drive or portable operating system to access emails can be useful as well. 

6. Companies should appreciate the risk posed by ransomware as a business risk and not a  

localized problem to ICT. 

In another study conducted by Kharraz et al (2015), demonstrated that there is a small number of 

ransomware families with advanced destructive potential. These malwares use two superficial 

methods to hijack victim’s data; blocking the user from accessing the computer desktop or 

accessing the victim-stored files and attempting to deny access by encrypting the data. They 

attest that unlike what it has previously believed it is actually not as complicated to stop 

advanced ransomware destructive activities. The finding also concluded that a practical defense 

system could be designed against ever-increasing ransomware victimization by; analyzing file 

system activities, careful observation of input output request and safeguarding Master File Table 

in the New Technology File Systems, it is also feasible to be aware of an impending zero-day 

ransomware attack and hence thwart the threat. 
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2.12 Ransom Payment 

Paying ransom encourages future and further attacks as the attack criminals profile one as a soft 

target, this therefore could explain why law enforcers discourage the ransom payment. However 

the affected organization have a question to answer as to whether to fail to pay the ransom and 

loose the whole data, and or obey the authorities advice. The cost of paying the ransom can also 

affect the companies significantly, also if the given time to pay the ransom lapses the ransom 

usually doubles making it even more expensive and again companies cannot afford not to be 

away from the clients for long time. Before an organization come out from this dilemma and 

make a decision, which is far reaching, this could have a negative impact on the business leading 

to a huge business decline. 

A survey conducted by University of Kent in February 2014, observed that cryptolocker victims 

agreed to pay the ransom by 40% of the victims agreeing to pay the ransom. It is generally not 

recommended to pay the ransom as this does not guarantee recovery of encrypted data and it 

might lead to loss of data and money, better still this act to motivate the cybercriminals. 

 

Due to security of public key encryption, algorithm attackers are laying emphasis on first world 

countries, as they know they have important information in their systems and they have 

resources to pay the ransom. According to Symantec telemetry, 91% of the  top 12 countries that 

reported ransomware attack in the past twelve months are all direct or indirect member of G20 

organizations. The most affected nations include United States, Japan, United Kingdom, and 

Italy. 

Attackers demand for payment in Bitcoin, this tendency has been necessitated by several factors;  

i. Bitcoin is a digital currency that is not regulated 

ii. Bitcoin does not have a central originator hence making it not easy to track and regulate 

iii. There’s no legally acknowledged reserve of Bitcoin that could be relied upon on keeping 

track of all the transaction or even control the value 

iv. Bitcoin transaction cannot be traced to the issuer or to the beneficiary, this create a layer 

that keep the perpetrator anonymous, making it a currency of choice in the darknet. 
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2.13 Current Solution to Ransomware Attack 

As FBI Cyber Division Assistant Director James Trainor says, “There’s no one method or tool 

that will completely protect an organization from a ransomware attack. But contingency and 

remediation planning is crucial to business recovery and continuity – and these plans should be 

tested regularly”. 

Current mitigations are commercial cleanup utilities implementing a classic signature-based 

approach like SURFRIGHTS hitman pro.Kiekstart, which is a bootable USB image that uses a 

live- forensic approach to look for artifacts of known ransomware. Other tools such as Avasts 

Ransomware removal for Android release the ransomed files by exploiting the naive design of 

certain families i.e. simplocker to recover the encryption key, which unfortunately is not 

generated on per -infection basis. 

The research community knows very well that such approaches lack of generality. Also they are 

evidently limited to known samples, easy to evade and ineffective against new variants. From the 

user’s perspective, signature-based approaches must be constantly updated with new definitions 

and are rarely effective early. 

Some of the recommendations of what you can do if you find yourself a victim of ransomware 

are as follows: 

i. Restore data from a backup if that data has not been encrypted or deleted by threat actors. 

ii. Attempt to find a decryption key that may exist (many security vendors have been 

publicly releasing decryption keys for free usage). 

iii. Make a business decision to move forward without the data that was lost. 

iv. Pay the ransom in order to retrieve sensitive data and restore your operational capability. 
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2.14 Conceptual Architecture 

 

Figure 6: Conceptual Architecture 

Source: Author 

 

This conceptual architecture highlights the whole experiment process that was adhered to during 

the dynamic analysis of ransomware and other malware. Binaries were uploaded in to Cuckoo 

sandbox using Cuckoo graphical interface. The uploaded binaries will be executed in Windows7, 

cuckoo malware analysis server analyzes binaries in real time and the results are collected by 

Cuckoo results server. The collected results were then accessed through Cuckoo graphical 

interface for the conclusion to be deduced. 
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3. CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

In this section, focus would be on the research method to be used in carrying out the research, 

this would include the research design, methods of data collection and consideration that would 

be put into place, and how data would be analyzed and be interpreted to come up with the final 

report. It would also discuss the target population that would be relied upon in this study.  

There are two malware analysis methodologies namely static and dynamic (Nayan zalavadiya, 

2017). This study would be based on dynamic malware analysis also known as the analysis of 

infected file during malware execution. Dynamic analysis consists of execution of live malware 

and the behavioral features are retrieved for analysis, therefore it is never carried out in a real 

system and hence system virtualization is employed. 

According to (Nayan zalavadiya et al. (2017) there are two basic approaches that are followed 

during dynamic malware analysis; 

i. Analyzing the dissimilarity between definite points: this is the dynamic analysis whereby 

malware is run in an isolated environment for a specific period, afterwards the changes 

are made to system and then the malware is evaluated with respect to the initial system 

position. The malware behavior report would be formulated in a form of a comparison. 

ii. Observing runtime-behavior:  this is the dynamic analysis whereby malware are executed 

and their activities are monitored during runtime by using a specialized tools or a set of 

specialized tools. 

3.0 Research Design 

Kothari (2004) illustrated research design as the arrangement of conditions for gathering and 

investigation of data in a way that aspire to merge application to the study rationale with 

economy in the process. This can be described as the conceptual configuration within which the 

study is conducted. Kothari (2004) observed that research design is necessary since it facilitates 

the easy sailing of diverse study processes, and therefore making the study to be a proficient task 

that yield the maximum needed information while the cost and time needed to conduct the study 

remaining at minimum. 
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This study used a mixed research design, experimental and an online survey design to allow the 

researcher to collect data qualitatively and quantitatively. Due to harmful nature of the specimen 

that were analyzed which are also actual malicious binary, lab system virtualization was used. 

The experimental analysis focused on dynamic analysis of ransomware and other malware. The 

online survey design used tactfully designed questions that were distributed to respondents to 

help answer research questions. 

Cuckoo sandbox, which is an open source automated malware investigation method, was 

installed in a Linux system. Cuckoo sandbox offer an environment that malware are 

automatically analyzed and give the results of what the malware does to the cuckoo server. It has 

the capacity to retrieve the following information; which will further be analyzed as per the 

objectives of this study to help come up with the conclusion. 

 Process calls that were initiated by the malware. 

 All files that were created, deleted, and changed by malware during its execution. 

 Information that have been dumped into the memory by the malware during execution. 

 All traffic activities that were generated during malware analysis and are collected in 

PCAP format that was later opened using Wireshark for further analysis. 

 Screenshots that are taken during the execution of malware were retrieved for 

comparisons and hence aid in analysis. 

 All information dumped into the memory can be retrieved for further analysis. 

 

Passive system monitoring involved execution of the binary and in the background, Cuckoo 

sandbox collected and recorded all data related to the changes in the virtual system due to the 

execution of the malware.  

Active system monitoring method involved running malware in Cuckoo sandbox to collect real-

time data concerning their behavior, and the consequential impact on the infected virtualized 

machine. 

Through the profiling of the malware using Cuckoo sandbox and techniques in this experimental 

analysis of ransomware and other malware, significant insight into the dependencies, strings, 

anti-virus signatures, and metadata related to a suspect file was accessed, and consequently 

utilized to shape a predictive evaluation as to the functionality and nature of the specimen. 
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A standardized virtual machine was used in this successive experimental study. For each 

experiment that was carried out to collect behavior of both ransomware and other malware, the 

virtual machine was reset to the same initial configuration and a new snapshot was taken. 

Binaries was loaded using web interface and the Cuckoo analysis was given time to collect the 

conclusion for the result to be accessed again on a web interface. All the analysis were fully 

automated using Cuckoo sandbox. 

3.1 Sample Size and Sampling Frame 

Sampling techniques refer to strategies utilized by researchers during the sampling process. The 

procedure is done when the examiner aims to draw conclusions for the general population after 

carrying out a study on a sample obtained from the same population. Krejcie and Morgan (1970) 

came up with a reference table that helps determine the sample size for a specific population. 

Because the target population is finite the Krejcie and Morgan (1970) method was utilized to 

calculate the sample size for the study. 

 

 

 

 

Where: 

S = the needed sample size. 

X2 = the table value of chi-square for 1 degree of freedom at the preferred confidence level 

(3.841). 

N = the population size. 

P = the population proportion (assumed to be .50 since this would offer the greatest sample 

size). 

 d = the degree of accuracy expressed as a proportion (.05). 

 

For the best result when determining the sample size, a 95% confidence level is used which 

result in a risk estimated at 5%. At 95%, our response distribution is 50%. 

Equation 1:Sample Size and Sampling 

Frame 
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It is not necessary to use the formula for the known population because the table offers all the 

provisions necessary to obtain the sample size. The population equal to or more than 1,000,000, 

the sample size is assumed to be 384.  

 

Table 2: Getting the sample size of a known population 

 

  

3.2 Research Instruments 

According to Kothari (2004) and Ranjit Kumar (2011), defining research problem and planning 

research design paves way for the task of data collection. The researcher should decide the 

methods that will be used in data collection while also bearing in mind the kind of data to be 

collected. Kothari (2004) and Ranjit Kumar (2011) have discussed the two types, namely 

primary and secondary data. Primary data is gathered for the first time by the researcher and it is 
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considered the original data. On the other hand, the secondary data is the data that have already 

been gathered by another researcher and analyzed through statistical process. 

3.3 Questionnaire 

Questionnaire is a list of predetermined questions that are distributed to respondents for them to 

give their answers, thus providing researcher with data that can be analyzed to answer research 

questions. An online questionnaire is considered to be the cheapest mode of administering 

questionnaire though they have a problem as they are associated with a low response rate. When 

the response is extremely low the collected data will definitely have a low practicability and 

applicability to the studied population. 

This study employed a mixed research design and therefore questionnaires were used for the 

purpose of the survey research strategy.  

3.4 Observation 

The observation method is commonly used in studies that related to behavioral science. In 

essence, people observe things around them, but this kind of observation is not considered 

scientific. Observation is a scientific tool and data collection technique for the researcher when it 

is used to formulate the research objective. This means that observation, as a tool of data 

collection is systematically planned and recorded, and is subjected to controls and checks on 

reliability and validity. Further, systematic observation allow the researcher to decide in advance 

the specific series of events that should be observed and utilize a pre-designed schedule to record 

the duration or frequency of the activities. Hence, the researcher works with a pre-defined 

observation method. This mainly involves timing or counting, hence creates a generation of 

quantitative data.  

 

In this experimental analysis, observation of the process information, file system activity, system 

calls, collected traffic in PCAP format and directory data using the Cuckoo sandbox will help 

generate data that will be used for analysis and therefore a clear comparison of the feature.  
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3.5 Target population 

The target population was the IT department in various companies, IT was picked as it is the 

custodian of the organizational IT infrastructure and that they are responsible for maintaining the 

system security by making sure that all good practices in the use of the IT infrastructure are 

adhered to. Four variants of each category, ransomware and other malware were analyzed for the 

purpose of this study. Therefore a total of eight binaries were dynamically analyzed using the 

cuckoo sandbox and the resulting outcome which is essentially their distinct features was further 

analyzed to come up with features that will be distinct to ransomware and not to other analyzed 

malwares.  
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4. CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

4.1 Ransomware and other malware execution - Cuckoo sandbox results 

From the research questions that are highlighted in the research design, this study pursued: 

To highlight major differences that are as a result of ransomware behavior and other form of 

malware behavior, these findings were collected from analysis that was carried out using cuckoo 

sandbox. This formed the major part that involved experiment. For the ease of presentation 

different features collected that were aimed at helping compare and contrast ransomware and 

other malware were grouped into various categories. These categories are as discussed below. 

4.2 Network Traffic Results and Analysis 

Network traffic was captured during the analysis of the sample ransomware and other malware 

that were used in this study. Cuckoo sandbox offer capability of downloading the pcap and 

opening them using various tools like Wireshark, Suricata, Bro, or network miner to help in 

further analysis of the captured traffic during the malware dynamic analysis. 

After the ransomware and other malware were analyzed in cuckoo sandbox, the pcap that was 

collected was downloaded for further analysis using wireshark. This analysis was aimed at 

getting an in depth understanding of traffic that is usually generated during the execution of 

ransomware and other malware. Both ransomware and other malware were observed to dump 

malicious URL’s. Another similarity that was noted during the analysis is that they all have 

capability to connect to an external host. Ransomware was noted to use this connection to steal 

browser private information which might include screenshots, password, documents, browser 

histories and even data stored in two-factor authentication software.  

The goal was to check for any similarities and differences there was in the traffic generated. The 

tables below give the results of captured network traffic and description that from it a conclusion 

was deduced. 
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      4.2.1 Network traffic protocols. 

Ransomware and other malware were found to use some common network protocols, ARP, 

LLMNR, IGMPv3, UDP, NBNS, DNS, ICMP, BROWSER, TCP, all of these protocols are 

common to both ransomware and other malware, and they are not suspicious protocols as they 

are also used in other legitimate network traffic. Nevertheless some protocols like NBNS are 

known to present some vulnerabilities in windows. These network protocols ate tabulated in 

Table.2. 

Table 3: Network traffic protocols 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.ex

e 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.ex

e 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

ARP, 

LLMNR, 

IGMPv3, 

UDP, SSDP, 

NBNS, 

DNS, ICMP, 

BROWSER, 

TCP,  

ARP, 

LLMNR, 

IGMPv3, 

UDP, 

ICMP, 

DNS, 

SSDP, 

NBNS, 

BROWSER

, TCP, 

HTTP 

ARP, 

LLMNR, 

IGMPv3, 

UDP, 

DNS, 

ICMP, 

NBNS,SS

DP,  

BROWS

ER, TCP,  

ARP, 

LLMNR,  

IGMPv3,U

DP, NBNS, 

DNS, 

ICMP, 

SSDP, 

DNS, 

BROWSER

, TCP,   

ARP, 

LLMNR

, 

IGMPv3

, UDP, 

DNS, 

ICMP, 

NBNS, 

SSDP, 

BROWS

ER 

ARP, 

LLMNR, 

IGMPv3, 

UDP, UDP, 

DNS, 

NBNS, 

SSDP, 

BROWSER

,TCP, 

TLSv1, 

HTTP,  

ARP, 

LLMNR, 

IGMPv3, 

UDP, 

UDP,DN

S, 

NBNS, 

SSDP,  

BROWS

ER, TCP. 

ARP, 

LLMNR, 

IGMPv3, 

UDP, 

UDP,DN

S, NBNS, 

SSDP,  

BROWS

ER, TCP. 

 

Fig.7 below shows Network protocol as was captured in the dynamic analysis of Old Trojan  

Asprox.exe. 
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4.2.2 NBNS protocol. 

NetBIOS name service are protocols that are used in network to communicate a considerable 

amount of information about the status of the machine, specifically the nature of processes and 

sessions running at that layer. This protocol can be used by an attacker or a malicious program to 

query NetBIOS for information that can be used in attacking Windows NT and hosts domain. 

Both ransomware and other malware were found to have access to Windows command line and 

therefore they were able to initiate a node status query to discover information about other 

machine on the network. The screen shot bellow shows NetBIOS protocol as was captured in the 

dynamic analysis of Old Trojan Asprox.exe. 

From the above capture it is evident that the virtual machine on 192.168.56.101 was able to 

dump it NetBIOS name table which is considered a dangerous response. 

4.2.3 LLMNR. 

Link-Local Multicast Name Resolution is a protocol based on Domain Name System (DNS) that 

permits IPv4 and IPv6 hosts to carry out name resolution for hosts on the same local link. 

Therefore, LLMNR and NetBIOS have the similar application of resolving the host names on the 

Figure 7: Network traffic protocols 
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local network to facilitate communication between hosts on the same local networks. Both 

protocols are allowed by default on Microsoft Vista machines and above. Ransomware and other 

malware were found to deploy these protocols to query for the host name which can be used to 

attack the host and the host domain. For this querying to be possible both NetBIOS and LLMNR 

should be permitted on the computer of the victim, and the firewall on the victim’s device should 

enable traffic to the computer, both protocols by default utilizes ports UDP 137, UDP 138, TCP 

139, TCP 5355, and UDP 5355. Some of the suspicious protocols are highlighted in Table.3. 

Table 4:Suspicious protocols 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.ex

e 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.ex

e 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

TCP Port 80 TCP Port 

80 

UDP Port 

80 

TCP Port 

80 

 TLSv1 TCP Port 

80 

TCP Port 

80 

 

4.2.4 External host communication. 

Like all other malware analyzed Scofield-usb was found to communicate with an external host 

but did not suggest contacting command and control server as in the case of ransomware. This 

was captured as in Fig.8. 
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Table 5: External Host communication 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.ex

e 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.ex

e 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

Yes  Yes 

 

Yes Yes Yes 

 

 Yes  Yes  

 

 

Figure 8:External Host communication 

 

4.2.5 Malicious URLs in process memory dump. 

All analyzed Ransomware and other analyzed malware were found to dump a huge number of 

malicious URLs in the process memory Table.5, Fig.9 shows a number of these URLs which 

were captured during the dynamic analysis of scofield-usb.  
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Table 6: Malicious URLs in Process memory dump. 

Virus  Ransomware  

Older Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.exe Wannacry

.exe 

Petrwrap.ex

e 

Satana.me

m 

TeslaCryp

t.exe 

 

Yes  Yes 

 

Yes Yes 

 

Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2.6 Private info from internet browser/ locate browser. 

According to Etaher, Weir, & Alazab, 2015, financial botnets are threat to banking organizations, 

these malware deliberately perform financial fraud and steal important information from the 

client computers. ZueS botnet is an example of these malware. From this study all ransomware 

were found to steal browser private information while there were no analyzed malware that had 

the same behavior. This was recorded as shown in Table.6. 

 

Figure 9:Malicious URLs in Process memory dump. 
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Table 7: Steal private info from internet browser/ Locate browser 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.ex

e 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.ex

e 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

No  No 

 

No  No  Yes  Yes  Yes  

 

4.2.7 Use of hidden Tor browser. 

Ransomware has been known to use Tor browser to leverage on its anonymity making it difficult 

to know the source of the attack and also to aid in ransom payment as the bitcoin digital wallet of 

the recipient of the ransom cannot be traced (Ali, Murthy, & Kohun, 2016). Table.7 and Fig.10 

shows that the WannaCry ransomware dumped TOR link in the memory to be used to connect to 

the control and command server through which demand for the ransom is to be made. 

 

Table 8: Use of Hidden Tor Browser 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.ex

e 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.ex

e 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

No  No  No 

 

No 

 

Yes 

 

 No  Yes  

 

http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
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4.2.8 Contacting Command and control server. 

Ransomware and other malware were found to contact C&C server as summarized in Table.8, 

however, ransomware was seen to contact C&C server using secure protocols, this is a useful 

process since will facilitate the exchange of the cryptographic key securely. The exchange of 

cryptographically-generated key is done securely using Transport Layer Security Version-1 

protocols. In the dynamic analysis of Petrwrap.exe ransomware, this behavior was captured in 

the analysis of traffic packets using Wireshark. The exchange of the key is shown in Fig.11. 

Table 9: Contacting Command and control server 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.ex

e 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.ex

e 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

Yes Yes  No  No    No  Yes  

 

 

Figure 10: Use of Hidden Tor Browser 

Figure 11: Contacting Command and control server 

http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
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4.2.9 Locker Ransomware. 

There are two types of ransomware namely locker and crypto locker. Locker ransomware work 

by barring users’ computers through stopping them from logging in their computers and thereby 

exhibiting a message on the screen that give direction on the method to pay ransom for them to 

regain admission to their computers. During the dynamic analysis of ransomware Satana.mem 

was found to be a locker ransomware. The Fig.12 shows the message that was displayed on the 

screen after the binary was executed in the virtual Windows7. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this screenshot the victim is advised on the email to send the private code and the digital 

wallet where ransom should be paid in Bitcoin, the total amount of Bitcoin to be paid, and the 

amount of time the victim should wait before the decryptor is sent to them and any other 

instructions to be followed. This ransomware is a slight variation from the other analyzed 

ransomware, this is because it does not automate C&C server and instead gives an email address 

that should be used to send the key. However it depicted the usual behavior of other ransomware 

like writing potential ransom message, moving files which is indicative of ransomware file 

Figure 12:Locker Ransomware note 
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encryption process and appending a new file extension which is also a strong indicator of 

ransomware file encryption process. 

4.2.10 Querying computer NetBIOS Name. 

Virus was found to query the computer username Fig.13. GetComputerNameW function 

retrieves the NetBIOS name of the local computer. In the dynamic analysis results of Scofield-

usb the return value was 1, this therefore shows that the virus was able to get the computer 

username (ADMINISTRATOR). The get GetComputerNameW function retrieves the NetBIOS 

name established at the system startup. This virus therefore will be activated every time the 

system startup.  

 

4.3 File Manipulation 

Many known ransomware depends on file encryption, the most commonly file extensions that 

ransomware target include .doc, .docx, .xls, .xlsx, .ppt, .ppts, .pdf, .jpg, .jpeg, .png, .psd, .ai, .txt. 

Ransomware search for files with these extensions from hard drive and encrypt them. Some of 

the newer ransomware have been found to encrypt also network shared files making them a 

potentially dangerous variant for businesses in particular. Ransomware changes file name or path 

that make the computer and AV softwares overlook suspicious files. Dynamic analysis of 

ransomware and other malware results noted some few differences on file changes as a result of 

executing the binaries. Both ransomware and other malware were found to create new files. 

Ransomware unlike other malware, moved files, created word documents, dropped MIME files 

and also added file extension to the files committed to the HDD. Appending a new file extension 

make these files not accessible as there is no program associated with the new file extension that 

can open them.  

Figure 13: Querying computer NetBIOS Name 
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4.3.1 Creating/ writing new files. 

Both ransomware and other Malware create new files in the infected system as summarized in 

Table.9, during the analysis of ransomware and other malware, cuckoo sandbox captured the 

files being created in the system. Fig.14 was captured in the results of Scofield-usb.exe and was 

used to demonstrate this aspect of file being created in the infected system. 

Table 10: Creating/ Writing new Files. 

Virus  Ransomware  

Older Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.ex

e 

Wannacry

.exe 

Petrwrap.ex

e 

Satana.me

m 

TeslaCryp

t.exe 

 

Yes Yes 

 

Yes Yes  Yes Yes 

 

Yes Yes   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.2 Deleting files. 

WannaCry was found to delete a large number of files from the system which is a clear 

suggestion that it’s actually a ransomware, wiper malware or system destruction malware. Fig.15 

shows a sample of deleted files at 5174 in this dynamic malware analysis. None of the other 

malware was observed to depict this behavior, this is summarized in Table.10. 

Figure 14: Creating/ Writing new Files. 
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Table 11: Deleting Files 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.e

xe 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.e

xe 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

No  No  No No 

 

Yes  Yes  Yes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15: Deleting Files 
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4.3.3 Moving files. 

During the analysis of WannaCry binary a total of 4849 files were moved indicative of 

ransomware file encryption process, the appended extension could also be used to suggest the 

ransomware under investigation, during the binary execution and analysis the appended file 

extension was .WNCCRY which explicitly suggest the binary to be WannaCry. Fig.16 show the 

sample results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.4 Adding file extension. 

Ransomware is known to append a file extension depending on the infecting ransomware, the 

new file extension appended to the user files make the files to be inaccessible. Fig.17 shows 

results captured by Cuckoo sandbox during the analysis of WannaCry ransomware. This 

screenshot shows a known WannaCry ransomware file extension .WNCRY. All the files in the 

infected system with this extension have been encrypted and therefore inaccessible. Table.17 

attests that all of the analyzed ransomware appended a new file extension, a behavior that was 

not observed with all other malwares. 

 

Figure 16: Moving Files 
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Table 12: Adding file extension 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.e

xe 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.e

xe 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

No  No  No No Yes Yes 

 

Yes  Yes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: Adding file extension 
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4.3.5 Creating Office documents. 

During the analysis of both ransomware and other malware, ransomware was found to create 

office documents, none of the other analyzed malware showed this behavior as summarized in 

Table.12. Ransomware are known to use stealth tactics in infecting systems, the main goal for the 

use of Microsoft office document is the utilization of the malicious macros that are implanted in 

the documents. This make going past installed antivirus and e-mail protection programs happen 

while they remain undetected. 

Table 13: Creating Office documents 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.e

xe 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.e

xe 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

No  No 

 

No  No  Yes  No  Yes  

 

4.3.6 Dropping files mime types 

Ransomware use a multipurpose internet mail extension to help browser to open the file with the 

appropriate extension and thereby encrypting the file content and appending the ransomware file 

extension. This was captured by Cuckoo sandbox during the dynamic analysis of Wannacry 

behavior. Fig.18 depicts this behavior. 
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Table 14: Dropping files Mime types 

 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.e

xe 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.e

xe 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

No  No  No  No  Yes  No  Yes  

 

4.3.7 Dropping executable files 

Several techniques are used by cybercriminals to spread malware payloads, these techniques 

include using executable files, embedding malicious scripts, and programs that seems legitimate 

hence obscured from the installed antivirus. In this experimental study, we observed that, both 

Figure 18: Dropping files Mime types 
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ransomware and other malware dropped executable files. Cybercriminals have advanced the 

tricks they use to spread .EXE files in malicious setups, malicious updates to unsuspecting 

victims and programs loaded with malicious binaries disguised as legitimate programs. The 

executable files are important in configuring the activities that will be done by malware 

 

Table 15: Dropping executable Files 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.e

xe 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.e

xe 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

Yes  Yes No Yes Yes  Yes  Yes 

 

 

4.4 Registry Manipulation 

Ransomware and other Malware make various changes in the registry that allow them to take 

control of the system, query regkey, create regkey and even generate cryptographic key. 

4.4.1 Registry changes to make malware take control of the system. 

Ransomware and other malware affect systems by modifying or creating new entries in the 

system registry as shown in Table.15, which can be regarded as the database for all the 

operations on the computer system. These program changes are set to run every time the system 

starts and are designed to make malware have some control over the system and hence introduce 

new changes. 
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Table 16: Registry changes to make malware take control of the system 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.e

xe 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.e

xe 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

Yes  Yes 

 

Yes Yes 

 

Yes  Yes  Yes  

 

4.4.2 Generating cryptographic key. 

Ransomware were found to use windows APIs to generate a cryptographic key. Asymmetric key 

generation algorithm is deployed in generating a secure key meant to encrypt system files. The 

generated key is shared with C&C server. During the dynamic analysis of WannaCry captured in 

Fig.19, secure cryptographic key was generated and the message for sending encrypted key was 

encrypted making it difficult to decipher the key that can be used to decrypt files. 

Table 17: Generating cryptographic key 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.e

xe 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.e

xe 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

No  No  No No  Yes Yes  Yes   
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4.4.3 Querying and opening Regkey. 

Ransomware and other malware make changes in the registry as indicated in Table.17 to help 

them take control of the system, Fig.20 captured in the results of Scofield-usb shows ransomware 

and other malware querying the system key value and opening it. 

Table 18: Querying and opening Regkey 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.e

xe 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.e

xe 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

Yes  Yes  Yes  Yes    Yes  Yes  

 

 

 

 

Figure 19: Generating cryptographic key 

Figure 20: Querying and opening Regkey 
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http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
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4.4.4 Registry key interactions. 

Ransomware makes major changes in the registry including deleting files, moving files, querying 

value entry for registry key, opening and closing key, and setting data and type of a specified 

value in the registry key. Fig.21 shows all these changes in the registry that were made by 

WannaCry ransomware. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4.5 Terminating processes. 

During the analysis of ransomware and other malware in Cuckoo sandbox, most of the selected 

ransomware were found to terminate processes while none of the virus showed this behavior 

Table.19. Careful observation of processes using processes monitor and or task manager can give 

an indication of ransomware attack whenever there are various processes being terminated 

without user input. 

 

 

 

Figure 21: Registry key interactions 
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Table 19:Terminating processes 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.e

xe 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.e

xe 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

No  No  No  No  Yes  Yes 

 

No  Yes  

 

4.4.6 Encrypting data / Lock screen 

The results of dynamically analyzing the ransomware and other malware showed that, 

ransomware either encrypt data or lock screen depending on the type of the ransomware, this 

behavior was not reported with other malware Table.19. Ransomware target a list of file 

extensions, which are majorly associated with database application, productivity, compressed 

archives, and multimedia file format. Whenever a ransomware encounter a file of interest, it first 

gain access to the file by opening it, read the content, use the generated key to encrypt the data in 

memory and transfer it to the malware working directory. The transferred file will bear the name 

which is a random number with a new file extension such that (<random number>.WNCRYT) 

hence changing the file format. The names of encrypted files are reverted to their original names 

but still appended a new file extension like .WNCRY and moved back to the original directory. 

The taskdl.exe is known to be launched by ransomware and periodically act to delete the 

remaining WINCRYT temporary files. 

 

 

 

 

http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
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Table 20: Encrypting data / Lock screen 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.e

xe 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.e

xe 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

No  No  No No Yes  Yes  Yes 

 

4.4.7 Use of windows utility. 

According to Hampton, Baig & Zeadally (2018), ransomware activities follow a particular 

pattern of behavior, these pattern include file identification, encryption of files, communication 

between infected system with the central server and the use of anonymizing network. The 

optimal way to scan and encrypt files is with system level calls facilitated by the Windows API’s. 

The use of the Windows API by ransomware as shown in Table.20 simplify the work of a cyber-

criminals since they are able to focus on the logic of developing ransomware code and thereafter 

use the pre-defined procedures to accomplish their attack process. 

 

Table 21: Use of windows utility 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.e

xe 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.e

xe 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

    Yes  Yes  Yes  

http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
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4.4.8 Writing messages. 

Ransomware write messages on the screen notifying the victim that data has been encrypted and 

therefore ransom should be paid to give access to the decryption key. This behavior was noted 

with ransomware and not with any of the analyzed computer virus, this difference between virus 

and ransomware is shown in Table.21. 

 

Table 22: Writing messages 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.e

xe 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.e

xe 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

No  No  No   Yes  Yes  Yes  

 

4.4.9 Creating new/ injecting suspicious process. 

During the analysis of selected ransomware and other malware, various processes were created 

in both ransomware and other malware as shown in Table.22 which carried out various tasks in 

the virtualized system registry and files, these created processes are executable. Icacls.exe, which 

is a command line utility, used to change Windows7 permissions in the New Technology File 

System. The Windows operating system file, Attrib.exe, located in the C:\Windows\System32 

folder, gives privileges to alter or delete file attributes whereby files can be made read-only, 

archive system and or hidden. This process allows the WannaCry to change the file attributes by 

appending its files extension. 

 

 

http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
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Table 23: Creating new/ injecting suspicious Process 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.e

xe 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.e

xe 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

Yes  Yes 

 

Yes Yes 

 

Yes Yes 

 

Yes  Yes  

 

4.4.10 Anti-virtualization. 

Cyber-criminal has developed ransomware and other malware that have capability of detecting 

virtualization environment. This behavior makes it possible for all forms of malware not to 

execute as otherwise would have executed in an actual system. This behavior was stated in this 

study as one of the limitation. The antivirtalization behavior by both ransomware and other 

malware has been tabulated in Table.23. 

Table 24: Anti-virtualization 

Virus  Ransomware 

Older 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

New 

Trojan 

Asprox.exe 

Scofield-

usb.exe 

ZeusVM.e

xe 

Wannacr

y.exe 

Petrwrap.e

xe 

Satana.m

em 

TeslaCry

pt.exe 

No  Yes  No  Yes 

 

  Yes  Yes  

 

http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/105/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
http://localhost:8000/analysis/77/summary
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4.5 Questionnaire Results and Discussions 

From the research questions that are highlighted in the research design, this study pursued: 

To analyze the data collected through questionnaires that were administered to IT professionals 

that practice in different industries, these questionnaires were majorly meant to collect data that 

was to inform on the prevalence of ransomware and other malware in Kenya. The administered 

questionnaire helped the researcher to focus on comparing ransomware and Virus, since virus 

ware found to be the malware that had infected majority of the respondents. 

4.5.1 Ransomware threat 

The researcher sought to establish whether various IT professional that participated in data 

collection have ever experienced a ransomware attack. The results of the findings is represented 

bellow in a bar graph. From 61 respondents 33 reported to have had a ransomware attack.  

 

Figure 22: Have you ever encountered a ransomware attack or threat in your company? 

 

4.5.2 Ransomware attack mitigations. 

There are various ways of mitigating against a malware attack, the researcher sought to know the 

varied ways that the respondents used to mitigate on the attack. From the data collected from the 
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61 respondents, 17 of the respondents said they recovered data from an off-site backup, 10 of the 

respondents said to have formatted all the devices that were infected, only 2 of the respondents 

resulted to paying the ransom. This data was summarized in a bar graph as shown below 

.  

Figure 23: If you have ever experienced a ransomware attack or threat, how did your company 

recover from the attack? 

 

4.5.3 Ransomware distribution 

Malware can be introduced in a system using various means. The researcher was interested in 

knowing the common means of malware introduction into system. Whereas only 33 of the total 

respondents answered this question since they are the one who has reported an attack or 

ransomware threat, 51.5% associated their attack or threat to a phishing email that contained 

malicious attachment, USB stick was reported by 18.2% of the respondents as the source of 

discovered ransomware, and only 12.1% of respondents reported drive-by downloading and 

redirection to an infected site as the source of ransomware previously infected their systems. The 

results of this data was presented in a bar graph as shown below. 
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Figure 24: How was the ransomware introduced into your system? 

 

4.5.4 Other types of malware that are not ransomware. 

There are various types of malware that are programmed to infect a computer system, therefore, 

researcher sought to know whether the respondents have ever been infected by other types of 

malware. From 61 respondents that participated in the survey, 82% of the respondents said to 

have been infected by virus previously, 11% of the respondents said they have never been 

infected by other types of malware other than ransomware and only 7% of the respondents said 

they were not sure. 
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4.5.5 Types of malware other than ransomware. 

Various types  of malware have been found in the wild, For the researcher to be able to narrow 

down on the most common malware that was to be used for comparison with the ransomware, he 

sought to establish the most common malware that had infected respondents previously. Viruses 

ware found to have infected most of the respondents as 47.92% reported to have been previously 

been infected by virus. Therefore, the researcher focused on comparing ransomware and viruses 

in this experimental study. The result of this finding was presented in a bar graph as shown 

below. 

82%

11.50%

6.50% 0

Have you ever been infected by another malware other 
than ransomware?

Yes No Did not answer

Figure 25:Have you ever been infected by another malware other than ransomware? 
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Figure 26:Which other malware that have ever infected your system? 

 

4.5.6 Cybersecurity & Digital Forensic Department And Accompanying Policies In 

Organizations? 

For the purpose of establishing how various organizations are prepared in securing their data 

against any form of cyber threat, the researcher pursued to establish whether various 

organizations have cyber security policies and computer forensics and cyber security 

departments. From 61 respondents, 33 said yes they have cyber security policies in place, 27 

respondents said no and only 1 was not sure. Researcher also established that, from the 61 

respondents only 20 said they have a computer forensic and cyber security department, 40 said 

they do not have and only one was not sure. These findings were presented in a bar graph as 

shown below. 
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4.6 Ransomware and Other Malware Look Up In Virus Total Results 

According to Ali, Murthy, & Kohun, (2016), malware relies on the use of rather common 

techniques which includes; injection in a legitimate process, running from %AppData% directory 

and using .exe which uses the same naming regime as normal Windows .exe, this behavior 

therefore will make a malware pass without being noticed by the user and even the installed AV. 

The sampled ransomware and other malware were all submitted to Virus Total which is a website 

that puts together many AV products and online scan engines, users upload files of up to 550MB 

to the website or they can also send files of up to 32MB via emails. Virus Total is used to check 

for viruses that users installed AV may have missed or to verify any False positive that might 

have been realized. Cuckoo sandbox is used in Virus Total for dynamic analysis. According to 

Ali, Murthy, & Kohun, (2016) Malware relies on the use of rather common techniques which 

includes; injection in a legitimate process, running from %AppData% directory and using .exe 

which uses the same naming regime as normal Windows .exe, this behavior therefore will make 

a malware pass without being noticed by the user and even the installed AV. 

32.78%

65.57%

1.64%

54.10%

44.26%

1.64%

0.00%

10.00%

20.00%

30.00%

40.00%

50.00%

60.00%

70.00%

Yes No Did not answer

Cybersecurity & Digital forensic department and 
accompanying policies in organizations? 

Cybersecurity & Digital forensic department Cybersecurity & Digital forensic Policies

Figure 27:Cybersecurity & Digital forensic department and accompanying policies in 

organizations? 
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The binaries used in this dynamic analysis were all uploaded to the Virus Total with the sole 

purpose of comparing the detection rate of both ransomware and other malware by the aggregate 

Av in the Virus Total. The finding of the detection rate are as tabulated bellow; 

 

Figure 28: Ransomware and other malware look up in Virus total detection rate 

 

 

Figure 29: Ransomware and other malware look up in Virus total detection rate 
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5. CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMENDATION 

Ransomware unlike other malware was seen to download Windows API’s to be utilized in 

generating cryptographic key, after encrypting the user data the ransomware then export the key 

to C&C server, the private key will be supplied only after the ransom has been paid. Data 

encryption is a resource intensive activity, careful observation of heightened computational 

power demand above usually normal can signal a ransomware attack, and therefore you can be 

able to catch ransomware mid-encryption. However, encryption happen in the background and 

therefore necessitating a system that can be able to monitor system activities in real time like 

performance monitor in Windows operating system and notify the user of any changes in CPU 

usage.  

 

Ransomware contact command and control server using secure protocols, TLSv1. This 

communication facilitates the exchange of generated cryptographic key in the registry between 

the infected host and command and control server. Private Key is retained in the server and the 

public key is stored in the infected host. After ransom has been paid the server will automatically 

send the decryption key that will be used to decrypt the encrypted data.  

 

Dynamic analysis of Ransomware and other malware showed that; Both ransomware and 

malware rely on NetBIOS, which is an obsolete protocols and LLNMR protocols to resolve host 

name which help in facilitating communication between hosts on the same network. These 

protocols are used by ransomware and other malware because of the inherent trust the target 

computer respond to the attacker with a hashed network credentials and thereby authenticating 

into it. Both protocols uses port UDP 137, UDP 138, TCP 137, TCP 5355 & UDP 5355 by 

default. 

 

Ransomware was found to either rely on either downloading Tor network that is meant to enable 

anonymous communication between the host and the command and control server, or using 

secure protocols like TLSv1 to share the generated cryptographic key in the registry. 
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Ransomware has spread throughout the world, from the analysis of data collected using the 

questionnaire, different companies in Kenya has also been affected by ransomware. 54.1% of the 

sampled population reported to have experienced ransomware attack or threat in their companies 

and only 36.1% reported as not having any ransomware attack or threat in their companies. Other 

forms of malware were also reported to have affected most of the companies, 82% of the 

sampled population reported to have been affected by other forms of malware. Restoring data 

from the backup was the most common method for safeguarding business continuity as 82% of 

the respondents reported to have relied on data backup, only 3.28% of the sampled population 

reported to have paid ransom to recover their data. 

 

Ransomware was found to download Windows API’s which in turn are used to generate 

cryptographic key, the generated key is then shared with C&C sever in an encrypted message on 

a secure network. Machine learning algorithm can be used to trace pattern of API’s calls which 

can be analyzed by comparing with the known malware databases, this can help in classification 

of ransomware pattern of API calls and thereby be deployed to raise an alarm whenever such 

pattern is matched. Monitoring windows download API’s which are not initiated by the computer 

user can help signal a ransomware attack and thereby be stopped midway.  

 

Ransomware was found to download Tor network, this is an anonymity network that works by 

redirecting internet traffic through a relay composed of seven thousand servers worldwide and 

hence concealing the source of the traffic. Careful observation of network traffic geared toward 

checking for any possible Tor network download can signal an impeding ransomware attack and 

thereby stopping it midway. This can also be achieved by flagging any communication between 

the host and the torproject.org. 

 

Ransomware was found to delete and move files in large volumes, this was not realized during 

the analysis of other malware, appending a new file extension was also a factor that was only 

observed during the dynamic analysis of ransomware. These two activities contribute to the 

heightened demand for the computer resources. Careful observation of file movement and 

change of files extension in large volumes can signal a ransomware attack and thereby stopping 

an attack before the data is encrypted. 
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There are various AV that are in the market that are used to safeguard the user’s systems. 

Analysis of sampled ransomware and other malware results after they were submitted to Virus 

Total showed that the conventional AV’ s aggregated in the Virus Total could detect Ransomware 

and categorize it as a malicious program. Ransomware were reported to score an average 

detection rate of 89.5% against other malware that reported 89.7% detection rate. 

 

Literature has reviewed different methods that can be used as best practice that can be used to 

secure systems against ransomware and other malware attack.  

The research project sought to obtain results that determined the distinctive features of 

ransomware that were not the same with other form of malware that affect computer system, this 

was done by using Cuckoo sandbox which is an open source automated malware analysis tool 

and thereby comparing the results. The research also sought to know the prevalence of 

ransomware and other malware in Kenya, a structured online questionnaire was distributed and 

respondents were requested to fill the questionnaire from which the collected data was analyzed 

to give the necessary conclusion. 

With the advancement in technology so do the advancement in cyber-attack, ransomware unlike 

other form of malware have been greatly automated and therefore posing a challenge to cyber 

security and even to cyber forensic specialist. Therefore being cyber secure and safeguarding a 

company asset remain to be a very important aspect towards achieving cyber security resilience.  

Ransomware was seen to share a lot of traits with other malware, ransomware however, had a 

common trait that was found to be only associated with ransomware and not other malware, 

these specific traits form a good basis that can be used to profile ransomware and therefore 

develop working system that can help get rid of ransomware before an attack occur.  

Careful observation of network traffic and unusually high demand for computer resources are a 

good indicators of a possible ransomware attack. Companies and individuals with critical 

information should have an offsite backup site, this will help them resume their normal 

operations within the shortest time possible in case of an attack. Patching AV is a very important 

factor that can help protect computers from both ransomware and other malware, also keeping all 
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the computers up to date with the recent security updates and other software updates can greatly 

help the risk of an attack. 

For future research, the recommendation is to develop a system that can be able to continuously 

and actively monitor network traffic and any malicious activities in the registry like 

cryptographic key generation which has not been initiated by the computer user, raise an alarm 

by notifying the user and henceforth stop all those suspicious processes. 
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Appendices 

Appendix1: Questionnaire 

1. To find out the prevalence of ransomware and other malware in Kenya. 

Questions. 

 a) Have you ever experienced a ransomware attack? 

    If Yes 

How did you mitigate on the attack 

 Paying Ransom 

 Recovering data from an off-site backup 

 Discarding the whole data and formatting the system. 

2. have you ever been infected by another malware other than ransomware. 

 YES 

 NO 

if YES 

 Which one 

 How did you mitigate on the attack? 

 Recovering data from an off-site backup 

 Scanning and cleaning using antivirus 

 Discarding the whole data and formatting the system 

 Ignoring 

 

3. How was the malware introduced into your system 

 Download from the internet disguised as a legitimate file attachment 

 infected USB-stick 

 Clicking on an infected Link 

 

4. Do you have a computer forensic and Cybersecurity department in your organization. 

 

5. Which malware analysis tool do you use in your organization if any, either open source or 

proprietary source. 

 

6. Do you have a Cybersecurity policy in your organization. 
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire Responses 

QUESTIONS RESPONSE RATE

1 YES 33

NO 22

NOT SURE 6

2 paying ransom 2

restore from backup 17

disconnect from everything 4

1

research the ransomware 0

formating all infected devices 10

other(specify) 2

ananswered 25

3 17

Drive-by downloading 4

USB stick 6

redirection to an infected site 4

vulnerable web servers 3

Did not answer 27

4 YES 50

NO 7

Did not answer 4

5 if your answer in Q4 above is YES: Which one? virus 23

exploitkit 1

trojan 10

worm 3

APT 0

backdoor 1

botnet 1

adware 9

other(specify)

6 YES 20

NO 40

DID NOT ANSWER 1

7 YES 33

NO 27

DID NOT ANSWER 1

Have you ever experienced a ransomware attack or 
threat in your company?

if your answer is YES in Q1 above : How did your 
company recover from the attack? 

enact your incidence response 
plan

how was the ransomware introduced in to your 
system

phishing email that contain 
malicious attachments

have you ever been infected by another malware 
other than ransomware?

do you have a cyber security and digital forensic 
department in your organization?

do you have a cyber-security policy in your 
organization?

QUESTIONS RESPONSE RATE

1 YES 33

NO 22

NOT SURE 6

2 paying ransom 2

restore from backup 17

disconnect from everything 4

1

research the ransomware 0

formating all infected devices 10

other(specify) 2

ananswered 25

3 17

Drive-by downloading 4

USB stick 6

redirection to an infected site 4

vulnerable web servers 3

Did not answer 27

4 YES 50

NO 7

Did not answer 4

5 if your answer in Q4 above is YES: Which one? virus 23

exploitkit 1

trojan 10

worm 3

APT 0

backdoor 1

botnet 1

adware 9

other(specify)

6 YES 20

NO 40

DID NOT ANSWER 1

7 YES 33

NO 27

DID NOT ANSWER 1

Have you ever experienced a ransomware attack or 
threat in your company?

if your answer is YES in Q1 above : How did your 
company recover from the attack? 

enact your incidence response 
plan

how was the ransomware introduced in to your 
system

phishing email that contain 
malicious attachments

have you ever been infected by another malware 
other than ransomware?

do you have a cyber security and digital forensic 
department in your organization?

do you have a cyber-security policy in your 
organization?
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